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Let B be a unital C*-algebra and A = r(E) be the C*-algebra of sections of a 
bundle over the separable compact space X with libre B and structure group Inn B. 
If B is the quotient of an A W*-algebra, then an exact sequence: 0 -+ Inn A + 
PInn A --tV H’(X, G), where PInn A is the group of pointwise inner automorphisms 
of A and G = H’(Z(B)-, Z) is obtained. The map rl is onto whenever A = C(X, B) 
and B is the quotient of a purely infinite A W*-algebra. An essential part of the 
analysis is the result that Ad: U(B) -+ Inn B is a fibre bundle if and only if the 
space of inner derivations of B is norm closed. These results extend and clarify 
previous joint work with I. Raeburn (Indiana Univ. Math. J. 29 (1980), 799). 
INTRODUCTION 
Let B be a unital C*-algebra and let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Let 
E be a locally trivial bundle over X with fibre B and structure group Inn B 
and let A = r(E) be the C*-algebra of sections of E. In [ 141 it was shown 
that with certain hypotheses on B and X we could obtain an exact sequence 
0 - Inn A --t PInn A * H’(X, G), 
where Inn A is the group of inner automorphisms of A, PInn A is the group 
of pointwise inner automorphisms of A and G = H”(Z(B)A, Z). The purpose 
of this paper is to show that we can considerably weaken the hypotheses to 
obtain this exact sequence. In fact, we obtain this sequence whenever B is the 
quotient of an A W*-algebra, and the map r~ is onto whenever E is trivial and 
B is the quotient of a purely infinite A IV*-algebra. Moreover, if B is II, von 
Neumann factor, then there exists a space (namely, S*) and a bundle E (the 
trivial bundle) with fibre B so that the map q is not onto. 
Along the way, we prove an interesting result that shows that U(B) -+Ad 
Inn B is a fibre bundle if and only if the space of inner derivations is norm 
closed. We also show that, when B is separable, this is equivalent o every 
uniformly central sequence of B being trivial. 
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Notation. If B is a C*-algebra, then U(B), Inn B, Z(B), and S, denote, 
respectively, the unitary group of B, the inner automorphism group of B, the 
centre of B, and the sheaf of continuous U(Z(B))-valued functions. 
Step 1 
Let B be a unital C*-algebra and let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Let 
E be a bundle over X with libre B and let A = r(E) be the C*-algebra of 
sections of E. Let a be a C(X)-module automorphism of A. Then, by 1141, 
we can find an open cover {X,) of X and maps x t+ ai: Xi -P Aut B which 
are continuous in the topology of pointwise convergence on B and so that 
the family {a’} determines a in a natural way. If B is a von Neumann 
algebra, then the maps a’ are uniformly continuous [ 11. If B is the quotient 
of an A W*-algebra and X is separable, then the maps ai are uniformly 
continuous [ 71. 
Step 2 
With the notation of Step 1, suppose that a is pointwise inner, that is, each 
a: is inner for all x E X. Suppose also that we know that the maps x ++ ai 
are uniformly continuous. Then, if Ad: U(B) -+ Inn(B) is a fibre bundle, we 
can assume (by shrinking our open cover if necessary) that there are 
continuous maps ui: Xi -+ U(B) such that Adu, = ai. This is the reason for 
our interest in 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B be a C*-algebra with identity. Then, 
U(B) +Ad Inn B is a Jibre bundle if and only if the space of inner derivations 
of B is closed. 
Proof: Suppose the space D of inner derivations is closed and let ad: 
B -+ D be the usual map. By the open mapping theorem there is a positive 
constant M such that for each d E D, 3x E B such that adx = d and ]]x]/ < 
Mlldll. For any k > 0 let N,(id)= {a E InnB]]]a - idI/ < k}. Now, let 
a E N&d) and let u E U(B) be such that a = Adu. Then, ]] ad u ]] < k and so 
3x E B with ]]x]] < Mk and adx = adu. Thus, (U -x) E Z(B) and 
]] u - (U - x)]] < Mk. If Mk < 1, then (U - x) is invertible and so we can write 
(U -x) = up, where v is a unitary in Z(B) and p is positive. Moreover, 
l/u-vJI<3Mk [15] and so IJuv*-1/)<3Mk. Let w=uv*, then 
Adw = Adu since v E Z(B) and ]] w - 1 /] ( 3Mk. Choosing k < 1/3M, we 
have shown that if a E N,(id), then 3w E U(B) with (] w - 1 I] < 1 such that 
a = Adw. Therefore, by the usual computation log a = ad(log w) E D. 
Letting D, be the space of self-adjoint inner derivations, then D* is closed 
and log maps N,(id), into. D, . Let B, be the space of skew-adjoint elements 
of B so that ad: B, --$ D* is surjective. By the Bartle-Graves selection 
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theorem [ 131, there is a continuous map g: D* + B, with g(0) = 0 and 
ad o g = id,.. Then 
N,(id) 2 De LB * z U(B) 
is a local section for Ad: U(B) + Inn B. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that U(B) jAd Inn B is a fibre bundle. Let 
{d,} be a sequence in D, and suppose d, -+ d. By multiplying by a fixed 
scalar, we can (and do) assume that \ld,,ll Q E, for all n and lldll < E,,, where 
E, is some (small) positive constant. Let {x,} be a sequence of elements in 
B, such that d, = ad x, for each n. Since exp is uniformly continuous on 
bounded sets (by, say, the Cauchy integral formula) we see that 
a, E exp d, = Ad(exp xn) + exp d E a. Notice that (la, - idI1 < 2a,, for all IZ 
and ](a - id(l < 2e0 if e0 is sufficiently small (as we henceforth assume). Let 
u, = exp x, E U(B) so that a, =Ad U, for each n. Then, {a,} is a Cauchy 
sequence of inner automorphisms of B and so a,a;’ = Ad u,uz + id as n, 
m -+ co. Since Ad admits a continuous section in a neighbourhood of id we 
can choose v,,,,, in U(B) such that Ad v,, = Ad u,,uz and v,,--t 1 as 
n, m -+ co. By choosing a subsequence and relabeling, if necessary, we can 
assume that C~=,IIvnn-,- l/l < +oo. Now, since Adv,n--l=Adu,u,*-,, 
there is for each n a z, E U@(B)) such that vnn-, =z,u,u,*_i. Let w, = U, 
and let w, = z2z3 +.. z,u,. Then, Ad w, = Ad u, = a,, and, moreover, 
Ilwn - wn-Ill= II Z”U” - urn-1 II = II z”%tu~-I- lll=lI~,,-,- lIl* 
Hence {w,} is a Cauchy sequence in U(B) and so there is a w E U(B) such 
that w, + w, and therefore, a = Ad w. Now, \]a - idll < 2&,, and a is inner so 
for e0 sufficiently small there is a continuous map g: N,,(id)+ 
(U E U(B) I (1~ - 1 ]I < l}, that is, we can find w0 E U(B) with I] w0 - 1 )I < 1 
and a = Ad w,. Finally, 
d = log a = log(Ad w,J = ad log w0 E D*. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If B is the quotient of an A W* algebra, then 
‘V> +Ad Inn B is a fibre bundle. 
Proof. It is observed in [ 161 that in this case the inner derivations are 
norm closed. 
We note that by [9], the condition that Inn B be norm closed is equivalent 
to D being closed if B is separable, but that they are not equivalent if B is 
not separable. In case B is separable we have Theorem 2.3, but first we need 
some definitions. 
If B is a C*-algebra with identity and {b,} is a bounded sequence in B, 
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then {b,} is called central [2] if for each b E B j)adb,(b)(l + 0. We call a 
sequence (b,} uniformly central if ([ad b,l( -+ 0. We call a central sequence 
{b,} trivial if 3 a sequence (zn) G Z(B) such that llbn - z, II-+ 0. Note that 
any trivial central sequence is uniformly central. It is also easy to prove that 
the set of all uniformly central sequences is a C*-subalgebra of the 
(unrestricted) direct sum @ ;” B. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let B be a separable unital F-algebra, then Inn B is 
closed if and only if every uniformly central sequence is trivial. 
Proof: Suppose Inn B is closed and {u,} is a uniformly central sequence 
in B. Since the uniformly central sequences form a C*-algebra and since any 
C*-algebra is the linear span of its unitaries. we may (and do) assume that 
the U,‘S are all unitaries. Now, IlAd u,, - id/l = [(ad u,II + 0 and since Ad: 
U(B) + Inn B is a fibre bundle we can choose v, E U(B) with Ad u, = Ad v, 
and (Iv,- l(l+O. Then u,vX=Z,EZ(B) and IJz,,-u,II=I(v,*-- lI(-+O so 
that {un} is trivial. 
On the other hand, suppose every uniformly central sequence is trivial. Let 
{u,} be a sequence of unitaries in B such that Ad u, + a E Aut B. Then 
(lad u,u,* (I= IlAd u,,u~ - idI1 + 0 as n, m--t co. Thus, there exists (z,,) c 
Z(B) with I( U, ui - z,, 1) -+ 0 as n, m -+ co. By choosing a subsequence and 
relabeling if necessary we may assume that C,“= i J(u,u,*_, - z,,(I < +co. 
Clearly, we may also assume that the z, are unitary. Define w, = u, and 
w, =z2* I.. z$,, so that Ad w, = Ad u, and, moreover, 
II~,--w,-~ll=ll~,*~,--u,-IlI=Il~,~,*_I-~”II 
and so ( wn) is a Cauchy sequence of unitaries. Let w = lim,,, w,. Then 
Ad w = lim,,, Ad w, = lim,,, Ad u, = a and so Inn B is closed. 
Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.3 is the C*-analogue of a result of Connes [5] 
and Sakai [ 171 for von Neumann algebras. We observe that by a result of 
Akemann and Pedersen [2], requiring every central sequence to be trivial is 
much more restrictive than just requiring every uniformly central sequence to 
be trivial. 
Step 3 
So far, we have that if 
(1) B is a von Neumann algebra, or 
(2) B is the quotient of an A W*-algebra and X is separable, 
then any pointwise inner automorphism of A = r(E) is given locally by 
continuous maps u, : 2, + U(B), where {X,) is an open cover of X. 
Now, let ai,: X, =X, n X, --t Inn B be transition functions of the bundle 
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E. By refining our open cover, if necessary, we can assume that ati = Ad vii, 
where Vu. * Xt,-+ U(B) are continuous (this can be done since Ad: U(B) -+ 
Inn B is a tibre bundle). By the argument of [ 14, Proposition 2.91, we obtain 
maps I,: X,]-+ U@(B)) such that I,,u, = viiuiu$. Moreover, A,$, = li, so 
that {Xi, A,} defines a 1-cocycle with coefficients in the sheaf S, of 
continuous U(Z(B))-valued functions. We denote by [(a) the class of 
IX,, A,} in WC S,). 
We then show as in [ 141, that 
0 - Inn A - PInn A & H’(X, S,) 
is exact. The map q is defined to be the composition of t; with the 
isomorphism H’(X, S,) z H*(X, H’(Z(B)-, Z)). 
Step 4: When is 5 surjective? 
The main purpose of this section is to show that when B is the quotient of 
a purely infinite A W*-algebra and A = C(X, B) the map & is onto. That is, 
the sequence 
O-InnA+PInnA--%H’(X,S,)-0 
is exact. To do this, first suppose that B is a purely infinite A W*-algebra. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let B be a purely infinite A W*-algebra and let Z be the 
centre of B. Then there is a sub-C*-algebra D of B with 1 ED so that 
Z(D) = Z and D s C(& B(H)). 
Proof Since B is purely infinite, there is a family {E,} of orthogonal 
equivalent projections in B each having central cover 1 so that 1 = 
sup,, Cz,, E,. Hence, by [ 10, Lemma 151 there is type I von Neumann 
factor A (d(H)) so that 1 E A E B. Moreover, A is an A W*-subalgebra of 
B. Now, with some care, the arguments of [6, Proposition 7, p. 27; Ex, 6, 
p. 291 work in an A W*-algebra and so the map Z 0 A + B defined by 
Cf=i zi @ ai+ Cf=, z,ai is one-to-one. Since Z is a nuclear C*-algebra we 
see that D = C*(Z, A) r Z @ A and this latter algebra is isomorphic to 
C@, B(W). 
Now, given B and D as in Lemma 4.1, we see that U(D) r C@, U(H)) 
which is contractible in the norm topology since U(H) is contractible by 
Kuiper’s theorem [ll]. By the usual argument [14], this implies that &, is 
onto, that is, the sequence 
o + Inn c(X, D) -+ PInn C(X, D) -% H’(X, SD) -+ 0 
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is exact. Since Z(D) = 2 = Z(B) an a in PInn C(X, D) lifts uniquely to an y 
E in PInn C(X,B) so that &,(E) = i* o [,(a), where i, : H’(X, S,) + 
H’(X, S,) is induced from i: D --t B. But, since 
commutes, i is an isomorphism, that is, & is onto. Thus, we have proved 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let B be a purely infinite A We-algebra and let 
A = C(X, B), where X is compact and separable. Then, the following 
sequence is exact, 
0 -----f Inn A --+ PInn A -% H’(X, S,) -+ 0. 
Now, suppose that C is a purely infinite A W*-algebra and 4: C -+ B is a 
surjective homomorphism. Then $ induces the commutative diagram 
0 -+ Inn C(X, C) + PInn C(X, C) ---% H’(X, S,) ---+ 0 
i I i @* 
0 - Inn C(X, B) - PInn C(X, B) --f% H’(X, S,). 
Thus to see that cB is onto it sufftces ee that #* is onto. First we need 
LEMMA 4.3. Let C be a purely infinite A W*-algebra and let $1 C -+ B be 
a surjective homomorphism. Then #(U(Z(C))) = U(Z(B)). 
ProoJ: Let v be a unitary in Z(B) and chose c E C such that $(c) = V. By 
[ 8, Lemma 4.11 there is a z E Z(C) such that 
so that g(z) = v. Let r E Z(C) be the polar part of z so that $(r) = v. Now, 
P is a normal partial isometry so that ?r* = r* P= 1 - e, where 
e E ker (a r7 Z(C) so that (f + e) = V is a unitary in Z(C) with 4(V) = v. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let B be the quotient of a purely infinite A W*-algebra C. 
If X is compact and separable, then the following sequence is exact: 
0 --+ Inn C(X, B) ---+ PInn C(X, B) -% H’(X, S,) ---+ 0. 
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Proof. Let 4: C-t B, then it suffices to show that #* : H’(X, S,)-r 
H’(X, S,) is surjective. To this end, let {Xi} be an open cover of X and let 
A, : X, + U(Z(B)) define an element of H’(X, S,). If we can get local liftings 
of 4: U@(C))-+ U@(B)), then we are done, for then by refining we can 
assume that A, = 4 o yij, where yu: X,-+ U(Z(C)). Now let a0 E U(Z(B)) 
and let u,, E U(Z(C)) with #(v,-,) = q,. By the Bartle-Graves selection 
theorem, there exists a continuous map y: {b E B ( ](b - uO]( < 1 } -+ Z(C) with 
4 0 y = id, and so that y(uO) = uO. By shrinking to a smaller neighbourhood 
of u,, and using the continuity of y we can assume that 
Since the polar decomposition is continuous on Z(C))’ we can assume that 
y takes its values in U(Z(C)). 
We now show, by example that c is not always onto. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let B be a II, factor and let X = S2, the 2-sphere. Then, 
& = 0, but H’(X, S,) z H2(S2, H) = Z. 
ProoJ Let S2=DiVD-, where Dt nD-=S’ and Dt and D- are 
each homeomorphic to a disk in F?‘. Let a E PInn C(X, B) so that a defines 
a continuous map a: S2 -+ Inn B let a ’ be a restricted to D ‘. Then since D + 
is contractible, H’(D ‘, Z) = {0} and so we can find a lifting u ’ : D ’ --t U(B) 
so that a+ = Ad u+. With the obvious notation we can also find a-: 
D- -+ U(B) so that a- = Ad u-. Now, for z E D+ n D- = S’ we get that 
u’(z)u-(z)* =L(z)I, where A(z) E S’. That is, A: S’ -+ S’ is continuous. 
Now, by [4, 1.491, a defines a nontrivial element of H2(S2, Z) if and only if 
1 defines a nontrivial element of n,(S’) and so we can assume that A(Z) = zn 
for some n E Z. But, then z -+ A(z)1 defines a linear loop in U(B). Let 4: 
D + + D - be a homeomorphism such that 4(z) = z for all z E S ’ and define 
U: D+ -+ U(B) via u(z) = u’(z) U-($(Z))*. Then for z E S’ we have u(z) = 
U+(Z) u-(z)* = A(z)1 and so I . I is a trivial loop in U(B). But then by [3], 
we have that A defines a trivial loop in S’ and so a: S2 --t Inn B has a lifting, 
that is, a E Inn C(X, B). 
Remark 4.6. In a forthcoming joint paper with I. Raeburn and J. L. 
Taylor it will be shown that when B is a II, factor, the range of & is 
precisely the torsion subgroup of H’(X, S,)! 
Remark 4.7. If 5P is von Neumann factor with separable predual, then 
using results of [5, 201 we show that Ad: U(s) -+ Inn &P is a fibre bundle 
(*-strong topology + u-topology) exactly when Inn &? is closed in the U- 
topology (U = uniform ultraweak). That is, 5%’ is fill in the terminology of 
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[ 5 J. Thus, if E is a bundle over X with libre 9 and structure group Inn .M 
(in the u-topology) we get an exact sequence 0+ Inn r(E) + L Inn T(E) -+’ 
H*(X, 6). If 9 is also purely infinite, then as in [21, IO.81 we show that 
U(9) is contractible, so that in the above sequence, q is onto. If 9 is full 
but not of type III so that the u-topology coincides with the p-topology (p = 
pointwise ultraweak) by 1221, then one shows that L Inn T(E) = n(r(E)). 
If 9 is type I,, then 9 is full and T(E) is precisely the multiplier algebra 
of a stable continuous trace C*-algebra, so we are back to the setting of 
[141- 
If 9 is full and not of type III and A = T(E) is as above, then using an 
argument from [ 141 we show that H’(A, A) = 0. The examples appear to be 
new; see [ 11. 
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